
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of core manager.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for core manager

Drive customer advocacy metrics through accountability efforts around
customer responsiveness
Act as a direct line of support for the Area General Manager for all Core high
volume related sales activities as required
Provide guidance to district leadership on territory assignment/management
and quota setting while leading the performance management process
Leverage internal and external resources effectively and provide
communication across/within organizational boundaries
Support National and Regional trade/vendor shows and workshops
Provide professional advice and guidance on Dental Core Training processes
and procedures, using judgement and creativity to suggest the most
appropriate course of action where appropriate, and ensuring complex and
conceptual issues are understood
Manage and oversee the administrative procedures of Dental Core Training
ensuring consistency throughout Wales, whilst providing high level support to
the Associate Dean
Ensure that the provision of Dental Core Training is delivered throughout
Wales, proactively changing the delivery according to national requirements
Participate in the national recruitment process for Dental Core Training
Establish and maintain working relationships with key contacts, developing
appropriate communication links with the University’s Schools/Directorates
and stakeholders as required
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Abilityto influence peers, project team, sponsors and other functions
Presentsand collaborates with Enterprise architecture, technology operations,
ERP,Marketing, CRM and data teams
Experience with leading projects and coordinating resources, tasks, managing
deadlines and status reporting
Deep understanding of workflow infrastructure components and sound
knowledge of the technical specifications in this space
Have 10 or more years in technology management practice and technology
platform experience in Distributed applications such as SF.com or other CRM
/Workflow tools
Deep knowledge of enterprise cloud technologies and integration techniques
combined with broad practical experience in user adoption across a variety of
industries


